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SENT BY EMAIL

Proposed Land and Water Regional Plan - Rule 5.187 - response to letter of 10 September
2014
1.

We are writing in response to your letter of 10 September 2014 (the letter) which
responded to our letter of 31 July 2014 regarding the interpretation of Rule 5.187 of the
proposed Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP).

2.

BP Oil New Zealand Limited, Z Energy Limited, and Mobil Oil New Zealand Limited
(the Oil Companies) were surprised and disappointed with the position adopted in the
letter and it appears that the Canterbury Regional Council (ECan) may have
misunderstood the Oil Companies position. The Oil Companies seek constructive
dialogue regarding the interpretation of Rule 5.187.

3.

We record for completeness that as no passive discharge rules existed when the
LWRP was notified, it was the Oil Companies that sought the inclusion of rules
regarding passive discharges in their submission on the LWRP to ensure certainty as
to when and whether a consent for a passive discharge from contaminated land is
required. It is therefore of importance to the Oil Companies to ensure that they are on
the same page as ECan when interpreting Rule 5.187. The Oil Companies sought the
rule as it has implications for the consents the Oil Companies will require to continue
operating their businesses . Through their submission, and in their day to day
practices, the Oil Companies have always sought to ensure the protection of human
health as well as surface and ground water resources by taking a conservative and risk
based approach to the management of passive discharges.

4.

For clarity, we record that the Oil Companies still maintain that a literal interpretation of
Rule 5.187 is preferable, i.e. that the word "or" should be interpreted to be "either or"
rather than "and". We also record here that the Oil Companies remain particularly
concerned about ECan's interpretation of Rule 5.187 always requiring on site
compliance with the Schedule 8 limits as they consider that this could result in many
non-risk discharges requiring consent.

Response to matters raised in the letter
5.

In order to assist ECan in fully understanding the Oil Companies' reasoning in relation
to their interpretation of Rule 5.187 we have responded to the issues raised in the letter
below. It appears that ECan may not have appreciated how the Oil Companies
consider the Rule would work in practice.
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Site investigation always required

6.

In response to paragraph 4 of the letter, the Oil Companies disagree that their
interpretation of Rule 5.187 would "lead to discharges to groundwater where it exists to
surface water, going unchecked' for the following reasons:
(a)

For a passive discharge to be permitted by Rule 5.187 some analysis will
always need to be undertaken. Although Rule 5.187 .2.a does not refer to
surface water, it requires that groundwater meet the limits set out in
Schedule 8. It is not entirely clear where compliance with the Schedule 8
limits is required as Rule 5.187.2.a. simply says "the concentration of
contaminants in groundwater meets the limits for groundwater set out in
Schedule 8." As the rule is not specific about where the groundwater is to
meet the Schedule 8 limit, it appears that those limits would need to be met
within a site's boundary. Therefore at the point the groundwater exited to
surface water it would have to at least meet the concentrations set out in
Schedule 8.

(b)

Schedule 8 requires that groundwater concentrations are less than 50% of the
maximum acceptable value contaminants of health significance as listed in
NZ Drinking-Water Standards. While the NZ Drinking Water Standards do not
expressly mention hydrocarbons, they set compliance levels to ensure the
protection of public health and would therefore be triggered if hydrocarbons
were present in the groundwater on site. As the Schedule 8 requirements
relate to drinking water they set higher thresholds for hydrocarbons than
those that must be met in accordance with Schedule 5.

(c)

Both 'arms' of Rule 5.187.2 rely on a site investigation having been
undertaken, in accordance with Rules 5.187.1 and 5.185, and the discharge
must also comply with the requirements of Rule 5.187.3 which specifically
apply when the groundwater exists to surface water.

Broader plan context

7.

Paragraph 6 of the letter states that Rule 5.187 should be interpreted in accordance
with the Interpretation Act 1999. We agree, however we consider that the starting point
is that words should be read to have their literal meaning, unless there is ambiguity.

8.

In the context of Rule 5.187 the meaning of the word "or" is not ambiguous and
therefore a literal interpretation of the Rule should be adopted . We note that if ECan
was to interpret "or" to mean "and" in this context it could lead to uncertainty in the
interpretation of the balance of the LWRP.

9.

Furthermore the Oil Companies do not consider that interpreting the word "or" to mean
"either or" is inconsistent with Policy 4.26 or Objective 3.8. In particular, this is
because the Oil Companies' interpretation of Rule 5.187 would not result in adverse
effects on people's health or safety, on human or stock water supplies or on surface
water, i.e. their interpretation would be consistent with Policy 4.26. As stated above,
the Schedule 8 requirements have been set with reference to maximum acceptable
values for contaminants in drinking water.

10.

For completeness, we record that the Oil Companies specifically supported Policy 4.26
in their submission on the LWRP as "[i]t recognises that the threshold test is on the
receptors not the resource per se and also by implication pathway control is
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important." The Oil Companies continue to support th e inclusion of Policy 4.26 based
on this reasoning .
Commissioners' intent

11.

At paragraph 9 of the letter ECan states that the interpretation preferred by the Oil
Companies is "clearly not what was intended by the Hearing Commissioner's reporf'.
In response to this, we note that reading paragraph [274] of the Commissioners'
recommendation to support an interpretation of the word "or" to be read as "and" puts
significant weight on a comma used between the references to Schedules 5 and 8 in
that paragraph and is a tenuous and speculative interpretation. Therefore, we do not
consider that the statement 'clearly' states the intent of the Hearing Commissioners.

12.

We also consider that reading this quote in isolation may be misleading. During the
hearing into the LWRP there was significant discussion regarding the inclusion of a rule
specifically providing for passive discharges and the Commissioners' were aware of the
differences in opinion when they made their recommendation on the LWRP.
Rule 5.187, as recommended by the Commissioners, differs from both the rule the Oil
Companies sought in their submission, and the text of the rule suggested in the ECan
Officers' Reply dated 13 August 2013.

13.

This indicates that Commissioners specifically considered both the inclusion of a rule
for passive discharges and the detailed drafting of Rule 5.187. On this basis, we do
not consider that the recommendation indicates that the reference to the word "or" was
an error, and we consider that if the Commissioners intended that compliance with both
(a) and (b) was required when considering whether Rule 5.187.2 applied, the more
compelling and plausible view is that they would have used the word "and".

Proposed next steps

14.

We suggest that a meeting be scheduled between ECan and the Oil Companies to
resolve the issues regarding interpretation. This is an issue that should not require the
Oil Companies to take legal action to protect their position . The Oil Companies wish to
reiterate that they want to work collaboratively with ECan to develop a common
understanding of the interpretation of Rul e 5.187. We look forward to hearing from
you.

Yours faithfully
S~

RI ERS O
~ -N_ _ _ _ _ _

James Winchester I Katherine Viskovic
Partner I Senior Associate

cc:

1

Bill Bayfield - Chief Executive
Don Rule - Director Resource Planning and Consents

Refer to page 8 of the Oil Companies submission dated 4 Octob er 201 2 (Poli cy 4.26 was previ ously numbered Policy 4. 23 ).
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Simpson Grierson
Attn: James Winchester I Katherine Viskovic
PO Box 2402
WELLINGTON 6140

Dear James I Katherine
PROPOSED LAND AND WATER REGIONAL PLAN RULE 5.187
\

I am writing to you regarding the Canterbury Regional Council's interpretation of Rule 5.18
of the proposed Land and Water Regional Plan ("pLWRP").
The Council has considered the position of the Oil Companies (BP Oil New Zealand Limited,
Z Energy Limited and Mobil Oil New Zealand Limited) set out in your letter of 10 October
2014 further and has decided not to pursue a position that both conditions (a) and (b) of Rule
5.187(2) need to be complied with in all circumstances.
The Council has also taken comfort from the assurances given in your letter on behalf of the
Oil Companies regarding the conservative and risk based approach taken to the
management of passive discharges to ensure the protection of human health as well as
surface and ground water resources.
Our consenting team will now be treating site investigation reports provided to the Council
under rule 5.187 as only being required to identify the reasons for concluding that the
concentration of contaminants in groundwater meets the limits for groundwater set out in
Schedule 8 or that the concentration of contaminants does not breach the water quality
standards in Schedule 5 for 90% of species. In most situations it is anticipated that a site
investigation report demonstrating compliance with the Schedule 5 limits will be sufficient
(given that these limits relate to the protection of freshwater species). However, to ensure
that adverse effects on human health do not go unchecked, our consenting team has
identified that in circumstances where a discharge may affect drinking water supplies (i.e.
when a well used to supply drinking water is located nearby the contaminated site) that the
Schedule 8 limits will need to be complied with.
I trust this concludes this matter.

Yours sincerely
, ~~~/"'?

_yC--~::::c::~:;;

6n Rule

-·
Director resource Planning & Consent
Our Ref:
Contact:

Don Rule
PLAN/LWRP/DRFT/6SU/1

SUBMISSION ON PROPOSED PLAN CHANGE 4 TO THE CANTERBURY LAND AND WATER
REGIONAL PLAN PURSUANT TO CLAUSE 6 OF THE FIRST SCHEDULE OF THE RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT ACT 1991

To:

Freepost 1201
Plan Change 4 to the Canterbury LWRP
Environment Canterbury
PO Box 345
CHRISTCHURCH 8140
E-Mail: mailroom@ecan.govt.nz

Submitter:

Z Energy Limited
PO Box 2091
WELLINGTON 6140

BP Oil NZ Limited
PO Box 99 873
AUCKLAND 1149

Mobil Oil NZ Limited
PO Box 1709
AUCKLAND 1140
Hereafter, collectively referred to as the Oil Companies

Address for Service:

BURTON PLANNING CONSULTANTS LIMITED
Level 1, 2-8 Northcroft Street
PO Box 33-817, Takapuna,
AUCKLAND 0740

Attention: Mark Laurenson
Phone: (09) 917-4302
Fax: (09) 917-4311
Email: mlaurenson@burtonconsultants.co.nz

A.

INTRODUCTION

1.

The Oil Companies receive, store and distribute refined petroleum products.

2.

The Oil Companies have commercial, shore and marine based, and aviation and bulk
storage facilities (which are regionally significant infrastructure) and are also owners of
retail outlets and suppliers of petroleum products to individually owned retail outlets.
In the Canterbury Region this includes the bulk storage tanks at the Port of Lyttelton,
Christchurch Airport and Woolston and associated wharflines and pipelines.

3.

Maintaining the fuel supply into Canterbury is a significant issue for the Region, and is
one which involves a number of cross-boundary considerations.

4.

Under the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA), the Oil Companies bulk storage
facilities and pipeline infrastructure are a significant physical resource that must be
sustainably managed, and any adverse effects on that infrastructure must be avoided,
remedied or mitigated.

5.

The comments on these provisions are therefore focused on the key issues to the Oil
Companies as they relate to contaminated land and stormwater.

B.

THE SPECIFIC PROVISIONS OF THE PROPOSED PLAN CHANGE THAT THE OIL
COMPANIES SUBMISSION RELATES TO ARE SUMMARISED AS FOLLOWS:

6.

The submission relates primarily to Section 4 Policies and Section 5 Region-wide Rules
but also addresses Schedules 1 and 25 and the definitions in Section 2.

7.

The specific provision submitted on, the rationale for the Oil Companies’ submission on
each of these matters, and the relief sought is contained in the following schedules.

8.

In addition to the specific outcomes sought in the attached Schedules, the following
general relief is sought:
a)
b)
c)
d)

e)
f)

Achieve the purpose and principles of the Resource Management Act 1991
(RMA) and consistency with the relevant provisions in Sections 6 - 8 RMA;
Assist the Council to carry out its functions of achieving the integrated
management of the effect of the use, development or protection of land;
Meet the requirements of the statutory tests in section 32 of the RMA;
Address, as relevant, the considerations identified by the Environment Court for
planning instruments in decisions such as Long Bay-Okura Great Park Society Inc
v North Shore City Council (and subsequent case law);
Avoid, remedy or mitigate any relevant and identified environmental effects;
Make any consequential relief as required to give effect to this submission,
including any consequential relief required in any other sections of the Proposed
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g)

Plan Change that are not specifically subject of this submission but are required
to ensure a consistent approach is taken throughout the document; and
Any other relief required to give effect to the issues raised in this submission.

C.

THE OIL COMPANIES WISH TO BE HEARD IN SUPPORT OF THIS SUBMISSION

D.

IF OTHERS MAKE A SIMILAR SUBMISSION, THE OIL COMPANIES WOULD BE PREPARED
TO CONSIDER PRESENTING A JOINT CASE AT ANY HEARING.

E.

THE OIL COMPANIES COULD NOT GAIN AN ADVANTAGE IN TRADE COMPETITION
THROUGH THIS SUBMISSION.

F.

THE OIL COMPANIES ARE DIRECTLY AFFECTED BY AN EFFECT OF THE SUBJECT MATTER
OF THE SUBMISSION THAT—
(i)
(ii)

ADVERSELY AFFECTS THE ENVIRONMENT; AND
DOES NOT RELATE TO TRADE COMPETITION OR THE EFFECTS OF TRADE
COMPETITION.

Signed on and behalf of Z Energy Limited, BP Oil NZ Limited and Mobil Oil NZ Ltd

………………………………………………………………………………..
Mark Laurenson
Senior Planner
Dated this day of 12 October 2015
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SCHEDULE ONE
SECTION 2.9 DEFINITIONS, TRANSLATIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS
A.

The specific part of Plan Change 4 (PC4) that is subject of this submission is:
 Definition of ‘Bore’, which is supported
 Definitions of ‘Community drinking-water supply’ and ‘Community water supply’,
which are supported
 Definition of ‘Construction phase stormwater’, which is supported
 Definition of ‘Dewatering’, which is supported
 Definition of ‘Drainage system’, which is supported in part
 Definition of ‘Drainage water’, which is supported
 Definition of ‘Earthworks’, which is supported
 Definition of ‘Floodwaters’, which is opposed
 Definition of ‘Recovery activities’, which is supported
 Definition of ‘Sediment laden water’, which is supported
 Definitions of ‘Stormwater’ and ‘Wastewater’, which are supported

B.

The reason for the submission:
Bore
The proposed definition of a bore is as follows:

The Oil Companies routinely undertake dewatering activities within pits excavated for
underground tank installation. The proposed amendments to the definition ensure
that such excavations are not considered bores. Where dewatering involves
temporary well points these would also be exempt from this definition and any
suggestion they might require consent under the relevant rules in Section 5. This is
appropriate as the potential effects of these short term activities do not warrant
further controls.
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Community drinking-water supply and Community Water Supply

The Oil Companies have no issue with the principle of these amended definitions and
consider they should be retained. Concerns with regard to the application of these
terms at Policies 4.23A and B and Schedule 1 are however raised in this submission.
Construction-phase stormwater
This is a new definition and is proposed as follows:

The Oil Companies do not oppose the principle of separately defining constructionphase stormwater. This definition is accepted and should be retained.
Dewatering
The following amendment is proposed to the existing definition:

The Oil Companies dewatering activities are short term and would be appropriately
provided for by this definition. It is recognised that longer term dewatering activities
can have different effects and should be separately provided for. The definition should
be retained without further modification.
Drainage system
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The intent of this change is supported but matter 2 should be amended to refer
specifically to agricultural or rural land to avoid any suggestion that the definition may
be applied to other land where controlling or permanently lowering the water table
takes place.
Drainage water

This definition specifically relates to agricultural or rural land. The Oil Companies
activities will be appropriately addressed under other provisions. The amended
definition should be retained without modification.
Earthworks
The changes relate to cultivation and will not unduly fetter the activities of the Oil
Companies. The amended definition should be retained without modification.
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Floodwaters

This definition is much narrower than the everyday definition of floodwater and is
likely to be very difficult to apply in practice. It is unreasonable to expect plan users
to differentiate floodwater that may be the result of a breach or over-topping of the
banks of a surface water body versus flooding from other sources. The definition
should be deleted.
Recovery Activities

The provision for the discharge of sediment-laden water in the context of responding
to a natural disaster event is appropriate.
Sediment Laden Water
This is another new definition and is proposed as follows:

The Oil Companies seek confirmation that Council does not consider dewatering
water to be captured within this definition. As currently drafted the dewatering
provisions refer specifically to groundwater or dewatering water and therefore the Oil
Companies understand that this definition does not encapsulate dewatering water.
Stormwater
The amended definition of stormwater provides additional clarity and should be
retained without further modification.
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Wastewater
The clarification afforded by the amendments proposed are supported and should be
retained without further modification.

C.

Relief sought (Additions are underlined, italicised and bold with deletions in double
strikethrough)

1.

Retain the definitions of ‘Bore’, ‘Community drinking water supply’, ‘Community
water supply’, ‘Construction-phase stormwater’, ‘Dewatering’, ‘Drainage Water’,
‘Earthworks’, ‘Recovery activities’, ‘Stormwater’, and ‘Wastewater’ without
modification.

2.

Amend the definition of ‘Drainage system’ to specifically refer to agricultural or rural
land at matter 2:
Means a surface or subsurface pipe or channel or canal system for the collection,
transfer and discharge elsewhere of surface or subsurface water: that has been
constructed for the primary purpose of:
1. collecting or draining water and contaminants from agricultural or rural land; or
2. controlling or permanently lowering the water table on agricultural or rural land;
………..

3.

Delete the definition of ‘Floodwaters’

4.

Confirm that the definition of ‘Sediment laden water’ does not include dewatering
water.
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SCHEDULE TWO
SECTION 4 – POLICIES
A.

The specific part of the PC4 that is subject of this submission is:
 Policy 4.13, which is supported
 Policy 4.16A, which is opposed
 Policy 4.18, which is supported
 Policy 4.19, which is supported in part
 Policies 4.23A and 4.23 B, which are opposed
 Policy 4.76A, which is supported in part

B.

The reason for the submission:
Discharge of contaminants to land or to water – Policy 4.13
Policy 4.12 addresses direct discharges to surface water bodies or groundwater of
specific substances. Policy 4.13 addresses other discharges of contaminants and
through PC4 is proposed to be amended as follows

This policy recognises it is not possible to avoid contaminants and provides for
minimisation and reasonable mixing. The amendment is supported as it recognises that
in some instances existing water quality may dictate that a discharge cannot meet the
receiving water standards in Schedule 5.
Stormwater and community wastewater systems - Policy 4.16A
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The Oil Companies have outstanding concerns with regard to how Council continues to
deal with stormwater discharges. This policy is therefore opposed until the Council
addresses its stormwater provisions through a comprehensive plan change.
The majority of regional authorities around the country place the responsibility for
discharges to the reticulated network with the network operators. Regional authorities
retain control over the discharges from the reticulated network. It is unclear why
Council considers that in Canterbury this should only apply from 1 January 2025.
As currently drafted it is clear Council considers it has a requirement to address
discharges to the stormwater network. If Council maintains this approach an additional
policy should support permitted discharges to the reticulated network from 1 January
2025 to ensure they are appropriately sanctioned having regard to Section 15(1) of the
Act. This is discussed further with regard to the relevant rules (5.94A and 5.95A).
Earthworks, land excavation and deposition of material into land over aquifers - Policy
4.18

The intent of this policy has not changed and it is considered that the amendments
better clarify the policy stance. The policy should be retained without further
modification. As raised with regard to the definitions, the Oil Companies seek to clarify
that dewatering water is not captured under the definition of sediment laden water.
Earthworks, land excavation and deposition of material into land over aquifers - Policy
4.19

References to contaminated sites were opposed by the Oil Companies in submissions
to the pLWRP. It is inappropriate to apply any contaminated land policy to “sites” as a
whole, only a small piece of land may be affected by any historical contaminants. The
NES on contaminated land focuses on “piece of land”, to avoid capturing all sites. The
RMA definition is also of contaminated land. The reference to contaminated sites at
matter (b) does however also need to be similarly amended to refer to contaminated
land.
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Notwithstanding the Oil Companies concerns that this policy continues to confuse
active discharges, such as those from earthworks and waste disposal, and passive
discharges from contaminated sites/land, the changes are supported.
Protect sources of drinking-water – Policy 4.23A

The Oil Companies support the principle of protecting community drinking water
supplies but oppose this new policy which seems to be introducing a mechanism by
which the Council can introduce new protection zones and amend existing protection
zones via a potentially non-notified resource consent process.
The S32 report identifies that Schedule 1 within the LWRP does not link to policies and
rules within the plan and that this leads to uncertainty as to what weight these zones
carry. The introduction of policy 4.23A stands to give the protection zones statutory
effect and consequence via a non-statutory layer on Council’s mapping. This approach
is inappropriate and does not alert the public to these layers and their potential
implications. It is a de-facto plan change via resource consent and for which affected
parties may have no ability to input. It is also contrary to the stance that was taken
under the NRRP which stated the following:
All new community drinking water supplies and specific protection zones for new and
existing wells will be incorporated into the NRRP by way of a variation or change.
Nothing has changed to warrant the Council taking a different approach. Existing
protection zones should be included at Schedule 1 (as per the NRRP) and any new
protection zones, or changes to existing protection zones, should be brought into
Schedule 1 by way of a formal plan change process as required under the RMA.
Policy 4.23A should be deleted in its entirety.
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Policy 4.23B

This policy recognises that these zones will impose additional restrictions on land users.
For the reasons set out with regard to 4.23A, the Oil Companies do not consider the
introduction of such controls through consent applications and non-statutory layers on
the Council’s GIS is appropriate. The policy should be deleted.
Site dewatering – 4.76A

This policy should be amended to require that effects are minimised as far as
practicable to recognise that what is theoretically possible by way of minimisation is
not necessarily reasonable having regard to effects. The policy should also be extended
to apply to groundwater to recognise that in some instances dewatering water be
discharged to land on site.
C.

Relief sought (Additions are italicised, underlined and bold with deletions in double
strikethrough)

6.

Retain Policies 4.13 and 4.18 without further modification

7.

Delete Policy 4.16A

8.

Amend Policy 4.19 matter b to refer to contaminated land not contaminated sites

9.

Delete Policies 4.23A and 4.23B

10.

Amend policy 4.76A as follows:
Adverse effects on surface water quality and groundwater quality are minimised
through limiting as far as practicable the concentration of sediment and other
contaminants present in the dewatering water prior to its discharge to surface water
or land.
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SCHEDULE THREE
SECTION 5 – REGION WIDE RULES
A.

The specific part of PC4 that is subject of this submission is:
 Rules 5.91 and 5.92, which are supported
 Rule 5.93 which is supported
 Rule 5.94A, which is opposed
 Rule 5.94B, which is opposed
 Rule 5.94C, which is supported
 Rule 5.95, which is supported
 Rule 5.95A, which is opposed
 Rule 5.96, which is supported in part
 Rule 5.97, which is supported
 Rule 5.115, which is opposed
 Rule 5.119, which is supported
 Rule 5.142, which is opposed
 Rule 5.187, which is opposed in part
 Rule 5.188, which is supported

B.

The reason for the submission:
Industrial and Trade Wastes – Rules 5.91 and 5.92
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PC4 includes minor amendments to the Industrial Trade Waste rules 5.91 and 5.92. The
removal of references to wastewater is appropriate and reflects that they are
appropriately addressed by specific rules pertaining to wastewater.
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Reticulated Stormwater Systems – 5.93

This amendment and a corresponding amendment to 5.94 have implications for the
discharge from reticulated networks but will not unduly fetter the operations of the Oil
Companies.
Construction-phase stormwater – 5.94A
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Given the specific reference to reticulated systems at 5.94B, the Oil Companies seek
clarification that 5.94A does not apply to discharges to the reticulated network. This
appears to be the case and is reflected in the balance of comments regarding these
policies.
Clause 4 will necessitate consent as a discretionary activity for all stormwater
discharges to water and land (excluding discharges to the reticulated network) from
construction activities at service stations or on contaminated land. This activity status
serves to illustrate that the current default status for operational stormwater
discharges in Christchurch City as a non-complying activity is inappropriate. The City
Council has consistently been refusing their permission for operational discharges from
HAIL sites and relying on Council to address and accept liability for such discharges. As
raised with regard to Policy 4.16A, the Council should only address stormwater
discharges from the reticulated network with discharges to the network the
responsibility of network operators. This rule should be deleted and the stormwater
provisions of the Plan should be subject to a comprehensive plan change.
Construction-phase stormwater – 5.94B

This rule is opposed for the same reasons set out at 5.94A and Policy 4.16A. If it is
retained, an additional permitted activity rule is necessary to avoid a situation whereby
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the discharge of construction-phase stormwater into a reticulated system from 1
January 2025 defaults to a RD activity under 5.94C.
Construction-phase stormwater – 5.94C

Notwithstanding the Oil Companies issues with Rules 5.94A and 5.94B, the restricted
discretionary pathway provided at 5.94C for activities unable to comply with 5.94A and
5.94B is supported.
Post construction-phase stormwater – 5.95A

For the reasons set out with regard to 5.94B, this rule is opposed and should be deleted.
If retained, there should be an additional permitted activity rule to avoid a situation
whereby the discharge of operational stormwater into a reticulated system from 1
January 2025 defaults to 5.97 as a non-complying activity for all discharges into that
network.
‘Post construction-phase stormwater’ is a problematic phrase having regard to the
above rule. There is potential that it will be considered that written permission of the
owner of the reticulated stormwater system is required following any construction
activity (e.g. repairing a crack in the concrete surface), regardless of the scale of an
activity or the existence of an authorised connection. If this rule is retained, the
references to ‘post construction-phase’ should be deleted and reliance placed on the
term ‘stormwater’ which is defined to exclude construction-phase stormwater. This
amendment should be made across the plan.
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Post construction-phase stormwater – 5.95

Notwithstanding the Oil Companies’ outstanding concerns with the title to this rule, the
changes within the scope of this plan change improve the clarity of this rule and are
supported.
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Post construction-phase stormwater – 5.96

Notwithstanding the Oil Companies’ outstanding concerns with the title to this rule, the
changes within the scope of this plan change improve the clarity of this rule and are
supported in part. Matter 2(f) and the five site threshold is however arbitrary and
should be deleted or as a minimum amended to include a specific quantity threshold
which is justified through S32 analysis.
Post construction-phase stormwater – 5.97

Notwithstanding the Oil Companies’ outstanding concerns with the non-complying
status for such discharges in Christchurch City, the changes within the scope of this plan
change are supported.
Small and Community Water Takes 5.115
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As per policies 4.23A and 4.23B, the inclusion of this rule is opposed as it stands to allow
the introduction of new community drinking water supply protection zones via a
potentially non-notified consent process which will act as a de-facto plan change. The
recognition of effects on other land users at point 9 is however a redeeming feature of
this rule.
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Site Dewatering – Groundwater 5.119

The proposed changes do not change the thrust of the existing rule. Dewatering
discharges from existing service stations will require consent but a potential permitted
activity pathways exists for discharges from greenfield sites. The proposed rule is
supported.
Floodwaters – 5.142
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These changes create a rule which is inappropriate and unenforceable. Firstly, it is
unclear how it will be readily established whether floodwaters have arisen as a result
of a breach of banks (see discussion regarding the definition of floodwaters). Secondly,
it is entirely unreasonable to expect that discharges of floodwaters, intentional or
otherwise, will not be discharged from contaminated or potentially contaminated land
or contain hazardous substances. As currently drafted, any floodwaters that were to
flow onto a contaminated or potentially contaminated site, or contain hazardous
substances, would need to be retained on a property while a discharge permit was
sought. This is presumably not the intent. The rule should be deleted. If it is the physical
works associated with cutting and channeling that Council is concerned with then these
should be addressed through a specific rule.
Contaminated Land – 5.187

It is important to recognise that fuels are required by society to sustain living standards.
Underground systems are frequently used to minimise risk and improve safety
associated with the storage of these fuels. Historically, underground storage limited
detection of product losses. Today, the Oil Companies employ various controls
including double skin tanks and automatic tank gauges to minimise the likelihood of a
loss occurring. Passive discharges therefore typically relate to legacy issues associated
with times when lower standards for environmental protection were in place.
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No passive discharge rules existed when the pLWRP was notified. The Council’s S32
analysis at that time confirmed they did not intend to permit passive discharges nor set
a threshold for what was an acceptable discharge from a contaminated site.
Through their original submission on the pLWRP, and in their day to day practices, the
Oil Companies seek to ensure the protection of human health as well as surface and
ground water resources by taking a conservative and risk based approach to the
management of passive discharges.
The Oil Companies sought through submissions on the pLWRP the inclusion of a passive
discharge rule to provide certainty as to if and when a consent for a passive discharge
from contaminated land was required. Evidence on this topic was presented and further
information was requested by the Hearings Committee and provided by the Oil
Companies. In particular the Oil Companies set out that a threshold based on the NZ
Drinking-water Standards was considered acceptable only where there was a drinking
water bore or the plume was within a sensitive groundwater protection area. In other
instances (i.e. for non-sensitive uses), the application of ANZECC was considered
appropriate (refer to attached Rule in Appendix 1).
Council did not support a passive discharge provision and the Hearing committee noted
that Council officers provided no specific reason for this stance other than the fact that
the pLWRP was drafted with relatively minimal controls specific to contaminated land.
The Hearings Committee’s decision on the rule was made without further recourse to
submitters.
The wording of the rule in the decision was clumsy but the intention of the panel was
to distinguish between sensitive and non-sensitive land uses. This was not the
interpretation of the Council and this caused the Oil Companies concerns that led to
legal exchanges between the respective parties (refer to Appendices 2 and 3). Given
the background and history of the Oil Companies’ involvement in the development of
this rule, the Oil Companies express disappointment at not being part of the ‘targeted
consultation’ referred to in the S32 report as having been undertaken with regard to
this Plan Change process.
The passive discharge rule as now proposed, and particularly as the Oil Companies
consider it is likely to be implemented (as expressed by staff in various fora), will likely
have significant implications for consenting of contaminated land. While some of the
changes are an improvement, overall, the provision is too conservative for the
management of passive discharges from contaminated land arising from legacy
discharges and does not reflect the important distinction between sensitive and nonsensitive uses.
The MfE contaminated land guidelines advocate for a risk based approach to
contaminated land management and similarly the RMA is effects based. The Oil
Companies have therefore supported in other jurisdictions, for instance Auckland,
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conservative trigger levels which if exceeded can then trigger, through consent, an
appropriate risk based assessment. The Oil Companies are opposed to any implication
or intention that the permitted activity threshold should become the default
remediation standard.
The approach to this rule is also inconsistent with that taken in the LWRP for active and
ongoing discharges of contaminants, for instance discharges from wastewater
treatment systems or from reticulated stormwater systems. Rule 5.95 for instance
provides for the discharge of stormwater to water or land and recognises that the
discharge shall meet the water quality standards in Schedule 5 after reasonable mixing.
This is appropriately focused on the effects of the discharge on the environment and
not in the discharge itself and is in line with the effects based management of the RMA.
It is therefore important that the requirements in Rule 5.187 to assess contaminants at
the property boundary are considered only as a trigger for a risk based assessment of
any effects upon the environment.
Compliance with this rule as currently drafted, and as likely to be applied by Council
staff, will potentially involve a significant investment in drilling and testing. A drilling
investigation on-site can cost $40,000 to $50,000 with monitoring costing $10,000 to
$20,000 per round. Drilling off site may not be possible due to access restrictions
imposed by neighbours.
Actual drilling should only be required where there is a risk. Otherwise all HAIL sites (of
which it is understood there are some 19,000 in Canterbury) would require drilling to
prove compliance when clearly not all sites have the potential to create adverse effects
beyond the boundary. Other techniques can be used, for instance soil acceptance
criteria that are protective of groundwater and risk assessments to confirm where
assessment of groundwater quality is required and/or where consent will be needed.
The rule standards should be seen as risk based screening thresholds for triggering a
detailed risk assessment and monitoring of groundwater. As a consequence the Oil. In
many situations the risk to the environment can be assessed by the SQEP undertaking
the site investigation report. If Council maintains a site investigation report must exist,
the rule should provide for a SQEP to assess whether the discharge, after reasonable
mixing, will have adverse effects to justify a requirement for a passive discharge
consent.
Compliance with ANZECC where groundwater exits to surface water is acceptable.
The following wording is proposed:
5.187 The passive discharge of contaminants onto or into land from a contaminated site land
onto or into land in circumstances where those contaminants may enter water is a permitted
activity, provided the following conditions are met:
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1. There has been a site investigation report provided to the CRC in accordance with Rule
5.185; and
2. The site investigation report identifies reasons for concluding that: The site investigation
report identifies reasons for concluding that T the discharge does not result in the
concentration of contaminants
(1) The concentration of contaminants in groundwater meets at the property
boundary, or at for any existing groundwater bore (excluding any monitoring
bore located on the property), or where there is a community groundwater
protection zone, breaching the limits for groundwater set out in Schedule 8; or or
otherwise the New Zealand Drinking-water Standards; and
(2) The concentration of contaminants in the groundwater: at the property
boundary, at the location of any existing groundwater bore (excluding monitoring
bores), and at any point where the groundwater exits to surface water does not
breaching the water quality standards in Schedule 5 for 90% of species; and
3. At any point where the groundwater exits to surface water the discharge does not
produce any:
(a) Conspicuous oil or grease films, scums or foams, or floatable or suspended
materials; or
(b) Conspicuous change in the colour or visual clarity.; or
(c) Emission of objectionable odour.

Contaminated Land – 5.188

The proposed amendments provide additional clarity and are supported.
C.

Relief sought (Additions are underlined and bold with deletions in double strikethrough)

11.

Retain Rules 5.91, 5.92, and 5.93 without further modification

12.

Confirm that Rule 5.94A does not apply to discharges to the reticulated network

13.

Delete Rule 5.94A

14.

Delete Rule 5.94B

15.

Retain Rule 5.94C without further modification

16.

Amend references to post construction-phase stormwater to stormwater throughout
the plan

17.

Retain Rule 5.95 without further modification
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18.

Delete Rule 5.95A

19.

Amend Rule 5.96 by deleting matter (f)

20.

Retain Rule 5.97 without further modification

21.

Delete Rule 5.115

22.

Retain Rule 5.119 without further modification

23.

Delete Rule 5.142

24.

Amend Rule 5.187 as follows:

5.187 The passive discharge of contaminants onto or into land from a contaminated site land
onto or into land in circumstances where those contaminants may enter water is a permitted
activity, provided the following conditions are met:
1. There has been a site investigation report provided to the CRC in accordance with Rule
5.185; and
2. The site investigation report identifies reasons for concluding that: The site investigation
report identifies reasons for concluding that T the discharge does not result in the
concentration of contaminants
(1) The concentration of contaminants in groundwater meets at the property
boundary, or at for any existing groundwater bore (excluding any monitoring
bore located on the property), or where there is a community groundwater
protection zone, breaching the limits for groundwater set out in Schedule 8; or or
otherwise the New Zealand Drinking-water Standards; and
(2) The concentration of contaminants in the groundwater: at the property
boundary, at the location of any existing groundwater bore (excluding monitoring
bores), and at any point where the groundwater exits to surface water does not
breaching the water quality standards in Schedule 5 for 90% of species; and
3. At any point where the groundwater exits to surface water the discharge does not
produce any:
(a) Conspicuous oil or grease films, scums or foams, or floatable or suspended
materials; or
(b) Conspicuous change in the colour or visual clarity.; or
(c) Emission of objectionable odour.
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25.

Retain Rule 5.188 without further modification
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SCHEDULE FOUR
SECTION 16 – SCHEDULES
A.

The specific part of PC4 that is subject of this submission is:
 Schedule 1, which is opposed
 Schedule 25, which is opposed

B.

The reason for the submission:
Schedule 1 Group or Community Drinking-water Protection Zones
For the reasons set out with regard to rules 4.23A and 4.23B, the Oil Companies oppose
the changes which provide for existing and new community drinking-water supplies to
secure specific protection zones which may impact on existing lawful activities. The
addition of these protection zones to the Council’s GIS layer will in addition to the
proposed policies give them statutory effect without public participation.
Schedule 25 Water Supply Strategy
Schedule 25 is referred to in Policy 4.49 and Rule 5.115 which relate to the taking of
water for community water supply. While rule 5.115 refers in the matters of discretion
to the need to assess the actual and potential effects on any land users with land
located within the proposed community drinking water supply protection zone, no such
requirement is set out in Schedule 25. As discussed with regard to Policies 4.23A and
4.23B, the Oil Companies have concerns at the potential for non-notified resource
consent applications to act as de facto plan changes with implications for existing users.
The introduction of any new protection zones should be by way of a plan change
process. This schedule should be deleted. If retained, it should be amended to require
an assessment of potential impacts and constraints on other land uses with written
approvals of affected parties required (or limited notification).

C.

Relief sought (Additions are underlined and bold with deletions in double strikethrough)

26.

Restore the decision version of Schedule 1 with amendments only to include those
relating to the deletion of references to group drinking-water supplies

27.

Delete Schedule 25

28.

Adopt any other such relief, including additions, deletions or consequential
amendments necessary to give effect to these submissions as a result of the matters
raised.
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